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PREFACE
It’s a shame we couldn’t organize the real estate career day this year. To give
you a little consolidation, we hope that this brochure booklet will give you
a broader view of the career possibilities in the Real Estate Sector! Hopefully
we can welcome you in our next year edition of the Real Estate Career Day
at the faculty of Architecture and the Built Environment, Delft University of
Technology.
Kind regards,
On behalf of the Real Estate Career Day Committee 2020
Dennis Tran

DENNIS TRAN
Chairman

recd@bosstudelft.nl
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT
YOUNG TALENT PROGRAM
INVOLVEMENT
AREA DEVELOPMENT
ENTREPRENEURIAL

INTERNSHIPS

COMMITMENT

INNOVATION
FUN
CREATIVITY

CHAMPIONS LEAGUE PROJECTS

REAL ESTATE

KICKSTART YOUR CAREER
AT ABCNOVA

TEAMWORK
CONSULTANCY

Why abcnova
Are you looking for an environment where you
can excel? Where you can learn about project
management and consultancy in area development,
commercial and (semi) public real estate? Where
you can write an excelent master or bachelor thesis
and work on great projects at the same time? Join
abcnova! Every day, our consultants and project
managers create future-oriented solutions for
living, working and learning environments together
with our clients. At abcnova, we take pride in our
expertise and skills. We offer our employees the kind
of working and learning environment that nurtures
their talents and continually drives their curiosity.
Young Talent Program
This is a development program in which you work
on broad professional knowledge & personal
skills and effectiveness. You will also automatically
become a member of the ‘young abcnova’ (JAN)
community run by and for junior project managers.
JAN focusses on internal and external networking
and knowledge sharing. And last but not least fun!
www.abcnova.nl | hrm@abcnova.nl | 088 0215315
Amsterdam | Assen | Utrecht
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CREATING

A SUSTAINABLE
FUTURE
TOGETHER!
Who we are

Infrastructure

Arcadis is the leading global Design & Consultancy firm. Our mission is to improve
the quality of life by applying our knowledge and insights in partnership with our
clients. With our design, consultancy, engineering and project management services
we help our clients to deliver exceptional and sustainable outcomes throughout
the lifecycle of their natural and built assets. With our integrated approach, Arcadis
is able to meet the client needs of the world’s largest, most complex and iconic
programs in the natural and built environment.

Who are we looking for
We are looking for people who share our mission. People who want to shape the
future in the most sustainable way possible. We offer positions to those who
seek an internship, graduation project or even a starters function. Both students
or starters with technical, environmental, engineering or even geology
backgrounds are welcome.
Come and improve the quality of life with us!

Buildings

Facts andfigure
over 40 countries
27.000 employees
Active in over 70 countries
Over 350 offices
Foundedin 1888
Headquarters inAmsterdam
Offices in

More than

Water &Environment

Contact

Go to our site for additional information, or contact one of our recruiters:
Aron Kelderman: E-mail: aron.kelderman@arcadis.com Tel: +31 6 1190 8932
Rosanne Melissen: E-mail: rosanne.melissen@arcadis.com Tel: 06 1125 1821

Arcadis. Improving quality of life.

www.werkenbijarcadis.nl
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The layout of the living environment is an important
contribute to human well-being. Barrier-free mobility,
a clean and safe environment, adequate housing and
good healthcare. AT Osborne contributes to this with
sustainable solutions. We focus on infrastructure, healthcare and sustainable living environment. Our motto:
“Urban Matters, People Matter”. With over 150 specialists,
(legal) consultants and (project) managers, we work with
our - mostly public - clients to achieve the best result. We
are always looking for enthusiastic graduates and starters
with a passion for social real estate. Want to know more?
Check our website!

www.atosborne.nl
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Building for Tomorrow is an independent, innovative and fast-growing company for real
estate consultancy and project management in Amsterdam. We work on complex and
sustainable projects from the initial ideas to realization. Building for Tomorrow is constantly
anticipating on ‘tomorrow’, contributing to a sustainable future is our top priority.

Our philosophy is that better results
are achieved by working together with
pleasure. We create successful results
through our Building Journey method.
With the Building Journey we steer on
behaviour and team collaboration.
This ensure a more efficient and fun
process with which qualitatively (and
financially)

better

results

are

achieved.
A project that we are very proud of and
shows the effect of the Building Journey
method is Conradhuis. This is the last
settlement

of

the

Amsterdam

to

complete

Campus.

Hogeschool
the

van

Amstel

The project faces a lot of

challenges due to the complexity of the
HvA organization, political sentiment and
urban environment.

We are looking for ambitious and enthusiastic new colleagues with excellent
communication skills, either for (graduation) assignments or for employment.

For more information of our team, projects and vacancies,
please visit our website: www.buildingfortomorrow.nl or contact:
Paul Lith, paul.lith@buildingfortomorrow.nl, 0653180534.
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WHO ARE WE?

CBRE Global Investors is one of the world’s leading
real assets investment managers with $113 billion in
assets under management1. Built up over more than 40
years, our distinct platform is focused on real assets,
giving our institutional clients access to real assets and
infrastructure in the Americas, Europe and Asia Pacific.
Every day, we focus on creating value in each aspect of
the real estate investment management value chain, by
focusing on our research-based portfolio strategies
and distinguished asset management initiatives. We
work as a team and believe in the strength of collaboration; inspiring each other, sharing knowledge and
best practices - at all levels and across all offices.

ARE YOU OUR NEW COLLEAGUE?

We are always on the lookout for enthusiastic, motivated and talented people, who want to strengthen our
teams, develop themselves and help us to accomplish
our goal of creating value for our clients. If you’re a
recent graduate or an early career starter (maximum
two years of experience), looking to develop yourself
and add value to a team – we’re recruiting across
multiple offices in Europe. We offer a world-class
entry-level program to help you reach your potential
quickly. Interested in this program? Please contact our
corporate recruiter, Marielle Loenen,
Marielle.Loenen@cbreglobalinvestors.com

MORE INFORMATION

www.cbreglobalinvestors.com
T. +31 20 202 2200

1
As per Q1 2020. Assets under management (AUM)
refers to the fair market value of real asset-related
investments with respect to which CBRE Global Investors
provides, on a global basis, oversight, investment
management services and other advice and which
generally consist of investments in real assets; equity in
funds and joint ventures; securities portfolios; operating
companies and real asset-related loans. This AUM is
intended principally to reflect the extent of CBRE Global
Investors' presence in the global real asset market, and its
calculation of AUM may differ from the calculations of
other asset managers.
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for talent!
looking
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Office of C+C

together we aim to continuously improve healthcare facilities

Hybrid OR - Amsterdam UMC location VUmc - author unkown

knowledge driven - client focused - connecting - pragmatic - clear

Transformation of former school to elderly care homes - image by STIJL ARCHITECTUUR

Cure+Care consultancy bv
Prof. Bronkhorstlaan 10
Gebouw 92 (terrein Berg en Bosch)
3723 MB Bilthoven

Tel.: +31 (0)30 225 80 30
info@curecareconsultancy.nl
www.curecareconsultancy.nl
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Deloitte Real Estate
INFO: BRANCHE

What impact will you make?
Are you looking for a challenging
job at a large professional services

Real Estate

provider? Do you want to work in

INFO: OFFICE LOCATION

multidisciplinary teams for clients

STUDY BACKGROUND

to invent creative and innovative

From office Amsterdam, The Edge

from all industries? Would you like

WO studies focused on Finance, Real Estate
Studies, Law & Architecture.

solutions for future market

CONTACT INFO HR

real difference? Then we are

Email; akamp@deloitte.nl
Phone number; 0650074037
website bedrijf
https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/vacatures/rea
l-estate-traineeship-e181578

challenges? Do you want to make a
looking for you! Every day we are
making the world safer, smarter,
more efficient and more
sustainable with our services in

audit, tax & legal, financial advice,
risk management and consulting
services. And we need the best
people to help us do that.
At Deloitte, we want to know who you are,
what your strengths are, and what you find
important. Whether you want to gain
experience abroad, create a start-up, or
combine your job with study; anything is
possible. See us as the navigation system for
your career: you can go anywhere you want,
as long as you take the driver’s seat.
Interested? Please have a look at
https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/en for more
information!
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See the word dev in devotion?
We are Dev_ real estate, strategic real estate experts who love
buildings and areas. We work in several core areas: development, real
estate advice for owners, housing advice for users and project
management. We believe in progress. In the current real estate
market you achieve progress by working together in a new, open way.
Positive, equal and critical. We work simultaneously for owners and
users of real estate. And we don’t see this as a conflict but as an
opportunity. Because progress is exploring new ways together, finding
common interests, setting ambitious goals and achieving great
results. No progress without deviation. What does our strategic advice
deliver? Development, progress and added value.
We are always looking for new talent. Working at Dev_ real estate
means working in a dynamic team where you have every opportunity
to take a lot of responsibility quickly. What else we love? Dedication.
Involvement. Engagement. Do you like a broad range of tasks and a
dynamic daily schedule? Do you think that gaining freedom and taking
freedom go hand in hand? And last, but definitely not least, join us
with our team activities? Such as sports and the epic Bring Your Good
Friend Event.
Then we will be a good match! For more information contact us at
nicejob@dev-realestate.com.

@dev_realestate
Dev_ real estate
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Our services:
We are an enthusiastic, young, close
team with a mix of real estate
expertises. Think of engineers, valuers
and financial advisors.
As part of a global organization, we
serve a wide variety of clients. Advising
both public and private organizations to
cope with the complex challenges
associated with owning, using or
investing in real estate, during the
entire life cycle of the property.

If you enjoy dealing
with complex
questions and
collaborating on
different projects
in which you are
always developing.

Some examples of our projects:
▪ Strategic portfolio mngt. at the
Nationale Politie (+/-1.000 objects);
▪ Valuation of the RE portfolios of
housing associations Kleurrijk
Wonen and Woningstichting
Den Helder;
▪ Assist in the sale-and-lease back
process of four healthcare
properties of Zorgspectrum Het
Zand to Holland Immo Group.

Continuous development
We have a wide range of options:
traineeship (transaction graduate
program), joining us as a working
student, (thesis) internships, starting
position as a consultant, etc.

Valuation / Market analysis
We guide organisations through valuation
and business modeling implications to
better understand the impact on the
business. Examples of client questions:
•
•

How is this market risk reflected in a
premium to the discount rate?
Do sustainability investments have a
positive effect on the market value?

Strategy / Transformation
We support aligning the RE strategy with
the organizational strategy, e.g.:
•

•

How can I accelerate performance
targets for my business to achieve its
full potential?
How can I optimize my RE divestment
strategy to raise capital for future
investments in my core business?

Transactions / M&A
We provide advise on the sale process
from strategic positioning to close and
help execute acquisitions, alliances and
mergers. For example:
•
•

Do I have to reposition my portfolio
in the market?
Is the RE investment market still a
(relative) safe haven for institutional
capital or do we need to pull out?

Please contact one of us to explore the opportunities:

Tom van Eerden

Imke Smulders

t: +31 6 29 08 31 08
e: tom.van.eerden@nl.ey.com

t: +31 6 21 25 12 26
e: imke.smulders@nl.ey.com

EY REAS

EY Recruitment

Visit our career website !
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Real people.
Financial strategies.
Resilient places.

Fakton. A unique player in the real estate industry for almost
40 years.
Making an impact on resilient urban environments and
dynamic real estate organizations; that is what Fakton is all
about. Our talented professionals are able to match projects
and capital markets, moreover focused on residential real
estate developments. They do so with strategic thinking,
organizational power and financial creativity.
Are you looking for a real challenge in the real estate
industry with a lot of responsibilities from day 1? Would
you like to work in the World Trade Center in Rotterdam or
Amsterdam? You have come to the right place.
Did you know that we are included in the Top 10 of the
Best Workplaces 2019, an annual research to assess the best
workplaces in the Netherlands and benchmark them? 93%
of our talented professionals believe Fakton is a “Great Place
to Work”. This is something that we feel most proud of.
Interested? Please contact:
Marlissa van de Kreeke: 06 2946 4585
Robin Vriends: 06 1543 2530

www.werkenbijfakton.nl
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Committed housing consultants since 1955
Locations

E-mail

Website

Employees

Amsterdam, Rotterdam,

info@icsadviseurs.nl

www.ICSadviseurs.nl

90 People

Eindhoven, Zwolle

ICSadviseurs is a consultancy firm working at the interface of organisation and real
estate management within the public sector. We are a young and distinguished
agency with 65 years of experience, in which our consultants and project managers
advise throughout the entire building cycle. For our clients, including educational
institutions, municipalities and healthcare institutions, we develop integrated,
sustainable, flexible and inspiring solutions for public real estate (re)developments.
More in detail, our consultants provide advice and assistance in:
Strategic Consultancy (scenario analyses, campus development, business cases,
feasibility studies, location studies, master/housing plans, creating partnerships).
Linking Education & Architecture (co-creation (workshops, websites), study trips,
functional analyses and functional design, program of requirements, design reviews,
business plans).
Project Management (selection of architects/contractors, tenders, real estate
strategies).
Management & Maintenance (technical management of multi-year maintenance
plans and renovations).
WATCH ME
Interested in ICS? Watch our promo movie to get to know us even

more. We are regularly looking for recent graduates. So, if you enjoy
working in teams on complex public problems, visit our website
for an overview of vacancies!

https://youtu.be/1qg27P0xK3o
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Complex issues require unorthodox solutions.
In order to bring depreciated areas back to life, we are always busy
making the impossible possible. We are Kondor Wessels Vastgoed.
We are a team of young, ambitious and entrepreneurial people
with love and attention for real estate development. And we create
inspiring places for people and society.

Do you dare to create?
We push boundaries to realize solutions in which sometimes
only we believe. To develop projects that contribute to the well-

BRANCHE
Real Estate Development
OFFICE
Amsterdam
WEBSITE
kondorwessels.nl
LOOKING FOR
Interns, young professionals

being of people and society. That requires creativity, courage and
perseverance. Because then, and only then, will we succeed in
turning a depreciated area into an inspiring place. If you think you
know what it means to think big, we would love to get to know you!

Visit www.kondorwessels.nl/werkenbij or contact us through info@kondorwessels.nl
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The outbreak of the corona crisis has an impact on the real estate
industry and on PingProperties. Togetherness, intensive cooperation
and creativity are more important than ever. We will face
the challenges with our close-knit team. Let’s go for it, together!
Are you not afraid of challenges and eager to create lasting differences?
Then we would like to get in touch with you!

www.pingproperties.com
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INTRODUCTION
Res & Smit is a consulting developer active in real
estate consultancy, development and project
management. We focus on urban area development,
housing, oﬃces, care, leisure, and education and.
Among our clients we have proﬁt and non-proﬁt
organizations that need housing or own a lot of real
estate.
Our team of dedicated people work from our newly
renovated oﬃce in Amsterdam. Res & Smit combines
commerce and technology (real estate consultants /
developers and project managers).
Res & Smit is characterized by our strong focus on
the user needs, an entrepreneurial approach and the
long-term relationship with our clients.
Res & Smit is looking for graduates and starters.
You know how to tackle challenges? Are you creative?
And are you in love with real estate? Then you are the
one we are looking for!

KEY INFO
Sector
Real estate consultancy,
development and
project management
Slogan
Res & Smit,
the consulting developer
Location
Amsterdam
No of employees
12 - 20
Active in
The Netherlands
Annual projects
25

THIS PROJECT
ING Cedar at Cumulus Park, Amsterdam
The new headquarters will be open and transparent,
linked to the surrounding ING buildings, supporting
collaboration and ﬂexible working.
Speciﬁcations
40.000 m2, 2600 employees, BREEAM Outstanding
Our role
Real estate consultancy, project management &
workplace consulting

Contact
T +31 06 5360 0311
E n.sargentini@ressmit.nl
WWW.RESSMIT.NL
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Come join our team!
Royal HaskoningDHV

About us

Royal HaskoningDHV is a worldwide
engineering, project management and
consultancy firm, with 6000 colleagues spread
over 140 countries. We are committed to
working with clients and partners on projects
that have a positive impact on people, our
living environment and the economy. We are
engineers, project managers and consultants
who sucessfully design smart cities, airports,
ports, buildings and more for over 137 years.
We help our clients in transformation be it
digital, circular or future proof and support
their business by bringing their vision to life
in higher quality and speed.

Career opportunities

Doing the right thing for the right reason,
that’s in the DNA of Royal HaskoningDHV.
Do you want to start your career in an
international environment that’s full of
innovation? Together we’ll look at what’s
feasible, possible trainings, new qualifications
or perhaps projects abroad. With a program
specially developed for Young Professionals,
we offer you the opportunity to further develop
professionally and personally. By investing in
the development of our employees, we also
invest in the development of our company.
We strongly believe in the value of “learning
by doing” under the guidance of a more
experienced colleague.

Application procedure

All open vacancies are available on our
website or scan the QR-Code. We may find
a suitable internship for you. Based on your
interest to visit the RECD we selected some
vacancies, click on the titles below to view
them.
Junior consultant public real estate
and housing - Make your work have
social impact by working for Universities,
museums, hospitals or large government
projects.
Junior Adviseur Contract management
UAV-GC - Ensure your public and private
client’s needs and risks are taken care of by
collaborating with them.
Thinking of applying but still have some
questions on your mind?
Get in contact our colleagues,
Khushboo Asrani- khushboo.asrani@rhdhv.com
Dirkje Bazuindirkje.bazuin@rhdhv.com
both graduates from the MSc Management
in the Built Environment. They can tell you
more about working at Royal HaskoningDHV.
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SAVILLS NETHERLANDS

SAVILLS
PROPERTY STARTS WITH PEOPLE
Are you a motivated student, looking
for an internship or searching for
your first job? Would you like to
gain experience at one of the world’s
leading property agents? Savills offers
you plenty of opportunities to realize
your ambitions.
Savills is one of the world’s leading
property agents. Our experience and
expertise spans the globe, with 600 offices
across the Americas, Europe, Asia Pacific,
Africa and the Middle East. Our scale
gives us wide-ranging specialist and local
knowledge, and we take pride in providing
best-in-class advice as we help individuals,
businesses and institutions make better
property decisions.

Annejet Remmelzwaal
Recruiter
+31 (0)20 301 2096
annejet.remmelzwaal@savills.nl
savills.nl/werkenbij

Savills offers a wide range of specialist
services from financial and investment
advice to valuation, planning and property
management.
In the Netherlands, we have over 140
employees and offices in Amsterdam and
Utrecht.
Property starts with people
At Savills our most valuable resource is
our people. We are known for our positive,
entrepreneurial culture, and for attracting
some of the most innovative, dedicated and
knowledgeable people in the business.
We are always looking for new talent!
Please don’t hesitate contacting our
recruiter Annejet Remmelzwaal.
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Would you like to do you internship or
graduation research that is related to the
financial framework of construction?....
Would you like to gain practical experience
besides your studies?....
Are you thinking of working in project
management or project development, want
to gain more feeling with or experience in
construction & investment costs, revenues
and the design process?....
www.skaal.nl
+31 (0)20 800 66 08
Postjesweg 175, Amsterdam
info@skaal.nl

….You are more than welcome to stop by our
office, have a cup of coffee, get to know our
business and perhaps join our team!
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Build
tomorrow
together
Join our Graduate Development Programme to kick-start
your consultancy career in the construction industry.

Work as a Project or Cost Manager for national and international
clients, and make the difference across
the real estate, infrastructure, industrial or energy sector.

Contact us:
recruitmentnetherlands@turntown.com

making the difference
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Create the future
building environment
TwynstraGudde is a management consulting firm based in
the Netherlands. Our mission is to have a direct impact on
the build environment, now and in the future. We explore our
clients’ requirements and challenge ourselves daily to come up
with innovative and feasible solutions together with our clients.
By doing this, our consultants contribute to a world where
people and organisations pursue sustainable development.
Our consultants always work together, each with their own
skills and from their own perspective. They combine a broad
view of collaboration management, project and programme
management, change management and organisational
management with specific knowledge of the different
markets and fields of expertise such as environmental
investments, urban development, risk management,
contracting, healthcare, real estate and housing, mobility and
infrastructure, water and energy. Our clients are mainly public
and semi-public organisations such as local governments and
the Central Government.
TwynstraGudde is an informal organisation that also
stimulates informal and social moments. Join the activities of
Jong TG, the weekly drinks or visit projects together with your
colleagues. And last but not least, during your workweek we
reserve some time for your personal development.
Do you want to know more? Contact Marjan Schuitema via
msh@tg.nl or visit our site (www.twynstragudde.nl /
www.twynstra.com).
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- VKZ BV An independent real estate advisory and project management
company in the public and private property sector in the
Netherlands.
We translate individual initiatives
into collective passions while
having fun!

Proces- and projectmanagement
Consultancy
Asset and housing
management
Cost estimates
Taxations and appraisals
Tender procurements
Mediation and coaching
Galaxy Tower, Amrâth Hotels & Restaurants BV, Utrecht, VKZ proces-and projectmanagement, TANGRAM Architekten

Get Real Estate!
Galaxy Tower, Utrecht, VKZ proces-and projectmanagement

Register via jm.kurris@vkzbv.nl, before August 1st for the VKZ
inhouse event. And recieve the VKZ inhouse event leaflet. If you
have any questions, please ask them!

VKZ inhouse
event!

Don’t forget to state your study progress, what aspects of real estate
development attract you the most and what aspects of VKZ draws
your attention.

September 23rd 2020

VKZ BV

|

Rembrandtlaan 31

|

3723 BG Bilthoven

|

www.vkzbv.nl

|

info@vkzbv.nl

|

+31 30 251 74 76
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HOPEFULLY SEE YOU NEXT YEAR!
We’re very sorry we haven’t been able to meet you at the RECD. We hope you
will broaden your view nonetheless!

From Left to right:
Anil Buz 		
Leenke Jense		
Bernice Kieft		
Jetske de Graaf		
Dennis Tran 		
Lisanne van der Velde

Treasurer
Logistics
Promotion
Program
Chairman
Student relations

